. If an eye-centered reference frame for sound has Hanover, New Hampshire 03755 broad utility, then sound locations may be encoded in an eye-centered reference frame beginning much earlier in the auditory pathway than has previously been imagined.
the whole population of cells, we computed a head- were head-centered, the points should cluster at a value Though influenced by eye position, these cells do not of 0 on the y axis and spread out along the x axis below appear to encode sound location in an eye-centered the line of slope 1. The opposite pattern should appear frame of reference. If they did, then the difference befor an eye-centered frame of reference. Instead, the tween the responses measured at each eye position head-and eye-centered mean response offsets tend to would disappear if the data were realigned as a function correspond with one another. The linear regression line of each speaker's location with respect to the direction has a slope of 1.00 and the correlation coefficient (r) is of gaze, as shown in the bottom graphs in each panel.
0.99, indicating a strong correlation between the head Instead, even in an eye-centered reference frame, the and eye offset metrics. This suggests that the frame of discrepancy between the data collected at different eye reference in IC is intermediate between head-and eyepositions can still remain. Comparison of the top and centered coordinates, and about equally similar (or disbottom panels in Figures 1A-1D shows that the resimilar) to both. sponses of these four cells often align as poorly in an eye-centered frame of reference as they do in a headcentered frame of reference. Table 1 ) than for eye position. However, the response function was not necessarily maintained across different fixation positions ( Figures 1A and 1D) .
Sensitivity to Spatial Location
ANOVA may be a somewhat unfair basis for comparison because we used a wider range of speaker locations Nevertheless, sensitivity to both eye position and sound location is certainly present. This complexity was a comthan eye positions. Thus, the speaker location factor may be expected to have a greater impact in the ANOVA. mon feature of the cells in our sample and suggests that the representation of sound location contained in the To obtain a more fair comparison between the effects of eye position and the effects of sound location per se, IC is highly distributed. Accordingly, we employed a variety of means of characterizing the population of cells we computed a sensitivity index using the three eye positions and the three speaker locations that matched as a whole.
To summarize the trend in coordinate frame across those eye positions: Ϫ12Њ, 0Њ, and 12Њ. The sensitivity index for speaker location compared the responses to tion across the population, but that the two effects are unrelated in individual neurons. the left and right speakers when the eyes were directed straight ahead. Similarly, the sensitivity index for eye position compared the responses when the eyes were Controls directed to the left and right when the sound was delivWe conducted two controls to ensure that the response ered through the speaker at the center. modulation we attribute to eye position could not be accounted for by other factors. Our first concern was Index ϭ abs (response left Ϫ response right ) (response left ϩ response right ) (2) that the monkeys might be moving their ears systematically when they moved their eyes, as cats do (Populin and Yin, 1998). Such changes in ear position would alter A value of 0 would indicate that the factor in question had very little influence over the cell's responsiveness, the level and spectral properties of the sound cues reaching the cochleae in a way that varied systematically while a value of 1 would indicate a very strong influence. as to be barely detectable using the magnetic field coil method (which has a resolution of 0.25Њ). We also conducted a one-way ANOVA with fixation position as the seen here for a number of reasons. First, the visual responses are rare (Ͻ10% of cells in cat ICP) and have factor of interest and ear position as the dependent measure to determine if these small changes in horinever been reported in cells that respond to auditory stimuli (Mascetti and Strozzi, 1988). Second, our experizontal ear position were correlated with the direction of gaze. Although the results were statistically significant ments were conducted in the dark, and the only source of visual information was the LED that served as a fixain 7 of 41 experiments (p Ͻ 0.05, 17%), this significance was unrelated to the effect of eye position on neural tion target-and this visual stimulus lay at a fixed location on the retina after the animal made its saccade to responses (Table 2; 2 ϭ 0.578, p Ͼ 0.05). A second source of concern was that the eye position fixate it-thus, the visual image was not affected by eye position. Third, no effects of eye position were present modulation might in fact reflect visual influences. Although the pericentral nucleus of the IC does receive a during the fixation period prior to onset of the auditory stimulus (this aspect of our results is discussed in retinal projection (Itaya and Van Hoesen, 1982), it seems unlikely that this could cause the eye position effect greater detail in the following section). Finally, we inves- straight ahead, which is consistent with the presence coordinate transformations, several possible conclusions can be drawn: either (a) the brain is not using the The representation for sound location in primate IC most efficient or optimal algorithm for performing the appears to be a highly distributed population code, with computation, or (b) the brain is optimizing for some a large proportion of IC cells responding to sounds at feature of the computation whose importance we have any given location. This population response changes yet to appreciate. The first possibility may well be corwhen the eyes move. Studies in other species have rect, but it is a conclusion that should be settled on after thoroughly exploring the second. extensively explored the spatial sensitivity of IC neurons and auditory scenes using prisms causes substantial changes in the auditory pathway of maturing barn owls
